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Abstract— We consider the problem of routing in emerging
wireless networks where nodes move around explicitly carrying
messages to facilitate communication in an otherwise partitioned
network. The absence of a path at any instant of time between a
source and destination makes the traditional mobile ad hoc rout-
ing protocols unsuitable for these networks. However, the explicit
node movements create paths “over time” that include the possi-
bility of a node carrying a message before forwarding to another
suitable node. Identifying such paths over space and time is a key
challenge in these store, carry and forward networks. In most of
these networks, the mobility of nodes is predictable either over a
finite time horizon or indefinitely due to periodicity in node mo-
tion. We propose a new space-time routing framework for these
networks leveraging the predictability in node motion. Specifi-
cally, we construct space-time routing tables where the next hop
node is selected from the current as well as the future neighbors.
Unlike traditional routing tables, our space-time routing tables use
both the destination and the arrival time of message to determine
the next hop node. We devise an algorithm to compute these space-
time routing tables to minimize the end-to-end message delivery
delay. Our routing algorithm is based on a space-time graph model
derived from the mobility of nodes. We empirically evaluate our
approach using simulations and observe improved performance as
compared to other approaches based on heuristics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In traditional networks, whether wired or wireless, an inter-
mediate node in a message path stores and forwards messages
received from a previous hop to a next hop. Several emerging
environments fall into a new paradigm of store, carry and for-
ward messaging [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. In addition
to the usual storing and forwarding of data, nodes in these new
environments move around explicitly carrying messages to fa-
cilitate communication in an otherwise partitioned (or poorly
connected) network. For example, a recent project in devel-
oping nations uses rural buses to provide Internet connectivity
to otherwise isolated and remote villages which do not have
any communication infrastructure [2]. Several other examples
include robots walking through a sensor farm collecting data
from individual sensors [3], hikers monitoring and disseminat-
ing weather information in a national park by walking along
the park trails [4], and wild-life researchers driving through a
forest collecting information about dispersed zebra population
[5]. Several other networks such as ad hoc networks of satel-
lites [6] and Inter-planetary Internet [7] share characteristics of
store, carry and forward networks.
Two properties of the network topology present a challenge
in routing messages in these environments. First, the topology
varies with time as links form and break due to node move-
ments. Second, network partitions are a norm rather than an
exception in these environments. As a result, any time snapshot
of the topology graph is almost always disconnected. Although
mobile ad hoc routing protocols are designed to handle network
topology dynamics, most of them inherently assume the exis-
tence of an end-to-end path between a source and a destination
to initiate communication. This premise of path existence may
not be valid at any instant of time in these new environments,
thus making the traditional mobile ad hoc routing protocols un-
suitable for these networks. However, the explicit node move-
ments create paths “over time” that include the possibility of a
node carrying a message before forwarding to another suitable
node.
Consider an example mobile network of four nodes
			  as shown in Figure 1. These nodes move in tra-
jectories as indicated. Each sub-figure is a snapshot of the net-
work during a time interval. A link is established between two
nodes when they enter each other’s radio coverage area. This
link lasts as long as the nodes are visible to each other and is
broken when they lose radio connectivity as they move away
from each other. Note that in this example network, the graph
is not connected at any point in time. However, the graph is
connected over time by paths, where messages are carried for
a certain duration on their way towards the destination. Con-
sider routing a message from a source

starting at time 
towards destination

. There are many possible paths that in-
clude waiting at intermediate nodes. The message can take a
path  :  to  at  , wait at  until  , and  to 
at  and  to  at 
 . The message can also take an
alternative path ! that includes waiting at the source  itself
until "# and delivering directly to  at "# .
We make the following observations from this example: (i)$ and ! are paths over space and time from  to  . The mes-
sage travels from one node to another in space and also waits at
a node in anticipation of a future link. (ii) A path of least end-
to-end latency (  ! ) need not always be the first available (   ).
The forwarding decision is best taken by looking ahead into the
future, as a future link might deliver the message earlier than
current available links. (iii) Although $! has the least latency


























Fig. 1. An illustration of a varying topology of an example mobile network of four nodes %'&)(&+*$&), . The dashed circles and ellipses represent the trajectories
followed by these mobile nodes. Each sub-figure is a snapshot of the network during the indicated interval of time. Solid lines between nodes represent
communication links. Arrows represent their directions of movement.
is done in many flavors of ad hoc routing protocols, does not
necessarily minimize the end-to-end latency of messages.
In this paper, we propose a space-time routing framework
for instances of these networks that have predictable motion,
either over finite time horizons or infinite time horizons due to
periodicity. Specifically, we solve this routing problem: Given
a set of nodes and how they move up to a certain time in the
future, our goal is to construct space-time routing tables that
specify when and to whom a node must forward a message in
order to meet some routing objective. Our solution is based
on a space-time graph model of the network derived from the
mobility of nodes. The space-time graph model captures the
dynamic evolution and connectivity over time of the network
topology. We devise a routing algorithm using this space-time
graph model to select a suitable next hop node from the current
as well as the future neighbors. Consequently, the next hop
for forwarding a message from a node is a function of both the
destination and time, unlike traditional forwarding approaches
based only on the destination of a message.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We start
with a model of network in Section II and introduce our space-
time routing framework in Section III. We derive our space-
time graph model in Section IV that forms a basis for our al-
gorithm to compute routes in Section V. We present our eval-
uation methodology and results in Section VI. Section VII has
related work followed by a summary in Section VIII.
II. MODEL
In this section, we describe our model of a network and how
messages are forwarded from source to destination. Table I












Fig. 2. Time-varying boolean function -/. 0214365 representing a communication
link between two nodes 78. and 790 .
A. Network Connectivity
Consider a mobile network comprising : nodes represented
by the set ; <  	=< ! 	?>@>?>@	=<2A  . Since the graph representing
the connectivity between these nodes varies with time, we haveBDC =E' C ; 	F C =E=E where ; is the set of nodes and F C =E is a time
varying set of links between these nodes. The time-varying set
of links
F C =E can also be represented by link functions of time.G'HJI C =E is a boolean function that represents whether a commu-




at time . We assume that two nodes have a communication link when
they are geographically close to each other within a distance
threshold of K such that the radio quality of a link between the
two nodes satisfies the minimum requirement for a successful
data communication. Let  H C =E denote the geographic position
of node
< H
at time  . We can define the time-varying link func-
tion
G HJI C =E for every pair of nodes C < H 	< I E as:
GLHMI C =E" NPO if Q  H C =ERS I C =E?QUTVK otherwise
Figure 2 illustrates the time-varying nature of the link func-
tion. We note that there are : C :WR O E such link functions, cor-
responding to every pair of nodes.
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Variable MeaningX
time indexY . Z6[]\ node^_ X9`ba _6ced9f_ Xg`g`
time-varying graph representing network topologyh . _ X9` geographic position of Z []\ nodei distance threshold of radio coveragej . 0 _ X9` time-varying link function between Y . and Y 0k granularity of time dimension in space-time graphl
duration of predictability
TABLE I










s −> v1 −> v2 −> v3 −> v4 −> d
Message Delivery Delay
Fig. 3. An illustration of forwarding a message from source m to destina-
tion n over a sequence of nodes 1omp&67rq8&+78s?&t7u&t7v&)n@5 . The links between each
pair of nodes in this sequence vary with time and the message is forwarded at
appropriate opportunities.
We define duration of predictability w as the time horizon
to foresee the network topology evolution. Specifically, the ge-
ographic position function  H C =E is known from current time
( =x ) up to ( =xzy{w ) in the future for all nodes < H}| ; . Mo-
bile networks with periodic node movement, as shown in the
example network in Section I, present a special case for pre-
diction. Periodicity in the individual node motion provides a
succinct representation and implicitly gives us an infinite dura-
tion of predictability (i.e., w~ ).
B. Forwarding Messages





.  arrives at the source at  and
takes

time units for transmission from one node to another
1. This message  can be transferred from < H to < I starting at
time = only if G HJI C =E' O 	  |  9 	 9y   . In other words,
the message transmission interval  = 	 9y } is a subset of an
active time interval of the link function
G HMI
. Consequently, a
message forwarding path is a schedule  Ct 		   	= E" C6 	9 E .q For simplicity, we assume that all communication links have equal transmis-
sion speed and that propagation delay is negligible. This assumption ensures
that the message takes the same amount of  time units on any communication
link. It is straightforward to adapt the formalism for varying link speeds and
significant propagation delays.
Here
  Ct 	=<  	=< ! 	@>?>@>@	<g	 E is a sequence of nodes that com-
prise a path from source to destination and
  C = 	   	@>@>?>p	   E
are the times of start of transmission at respective hops where
(i)  H$ C  H  y  E – message has to be received completely be-
fore forwarding to next hop node and (ii)
G4U C =EL O 	  |  H 	  H y } – link is active during the message transmission
interval.
Figure 3 illustrates message transmission on a path com-
prised of dynamically changing links. Intuitively, one can imag-
ine a “band” (of message transmission duration) going from left
to right as we travel from source to destination. Occasionally
this band has to “slide” towards right when there is no link avail-
able for transmission immediately to the chosen next hop node.
For example, in the figure, after receiving the message from
<  ,< ! could not forward it immediately to < but had to carry for
some time until the link
< ! <2 became active.
III. SPACE-TIME ROUTING FRAMEWORK
A. Routing Tables
In our space-time routing framework, the message forward-
ing path  Ct 		   	= E" C6 	9 E is realized collectively by local
forwarding decisions of each intermediate node. Unlike many
traditional routing protocols that use only spatial connectivity
information, our space-time routing framework considers the
time dimension as well as space. Since the network topology
changes with time, the “best” outgoing link for a message de-
pends not only on its destination but also on the topology evolu-
tion. Therefore, the next hop in our space-time routing frame-
work is a function of both the destination and time. Figure 4
contrasts our space-time routing table with a traditional routing
table. A space-time routing table is a matrix of two dimen-
sions, one for destination addresses and the other for instances
of time. Entries in this table are actions that might include car-
rying a message for a certain duration before forwarding to an-
other node. For example, in the figure, a message that is ready
for transmission at
C "RE to a destination  H has to be carried
for  time units and forwarded on a link to node   . We also
note that the next hop node to the same destination
 H
could be
different at different times due to variation in network topology.
Again, in the example figure, next hop node (   ) at  is different
from that (
G
) at =¡ .
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(a) Traditional Routing Table
Destination Time of Message Forwarding Lookup
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(b) Space-Time Routing Table
Fig. 4. Comparison of a space-time routing table with a traditional routing table
B. Message Transmission Schedule
When a message arrives at an empty node, it looks up the
space-time routing table to determine the next hop node and
transmission time. Subsequent messages that arrive at the
same node look up the routing table to schedule their transmis-
sion. However, conflicts can occur as other messages might be
queued at the node to use the same transmission opportunity. In
that case, we look up the space-time routing table again with a
new virtual arrival time that is past the missed transmission op-
portunity. We may need to repeat this look up operation several
times until we find a feasible transmission time for the message.
C. Routing Table Construction
We define routing in space and time as the construction of
space-time routing tables that aid in forwarding decisions to
meet a particular routing performance objective (e.g., to min-
imize end-to-end delay). A naive solution to the routing prob-
lem is to list all feasible paths in space and time from the source
to the destination. Among the set of feasible paths, one could
search for an optimal path that, say, minimizes overall end-to-
end delivery delay of a message. Although this solution is sim-
ple, it is computationally expensive; the number of paths can be
exponential in the graph size.
Our goal, by contrast, is to
1) assimilate time-varying link information into a space-time
graph model (Section IV),
2) apply a routing algorithm on these space-time graphs to
identify these optimal paths efficiently (Section V), and
3) extract forwarding information from the computed paths
into space-time routing tables.
IV. SPACE-TIME GRAPH
We start with an overview of our space-time graph model



















Fig. 5. Time-varying link functions of an example mobile network with four
nodes ¦%"&g(&)*&),¨§ (different from the one shown in Figure 1).
this construction using a hypothetical mobile ad hoc network
with four nodes
©			  whose link functions over time
are given in Figure 5. We follow the notation summarized in
Table I.
A. Overview
Our space-time graph model captures both the space and
time dimensions of the network topology. The main idea is
to construct a layered graph, where each layer corresponds to
a discrete time interval (of length ª ) in the life of the network.
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We will return shortly to the issue of discretizing time, but first
we describe the layered graph construction.
Starting from the set of nodes ; in the network, multiple
copies of each node are made and stacked up as layers on each
other as illustrated in Figure 6. Each layer of this graph has one
copy of every node in the network and a column of vertices in
this layered graph corresponds to a single node in the network.
We introduce two kinds of links on this layered graph – tem-
poral and spatial links. A formal description of the spatial and
temporal link construction is given in the Appendix. Directed
temporal links, shown in Figure 6, connect “time-copies” of the
same node between consecutive intervals of time and hence re-
main within a single column, i.e., the vertical time dimension.
Traversing a temporal link denotes “carrying” a message by a
node.
Forwarding a message from one to node to another in the net-
work is represented by a traversal of a spatial link. Construction
of spatial links on this layered graph follows the link functionsG HMI





are illustrated in Figure 7 following the link functionGL«¬
drawn in Figure 5. Directed spatial links go from a ver-
tex in one column to a vertex in another column, i.e., span the
horizontal space dimension. In order to incorporate message
transmission delays, these spatial links are delayed so that the
destination vertex of each spatial link is as many time layers
later than the source vertex as the transmission delay of a mes-







is represented by the    ! spatial link. Similarly, a transmission of a message
of size ª units is denoted by  ¨ L spatial link, and so on.
We introduce a link coloring scheme to distinguish paths
available on the space-time graph for messages of different
sizes. Although messages can be arbitrarily long, we con-
sider discrete bins of width ª for message sizes and each
bin is assigned a unique color drawn from a set of colors  	 O 	  	@>@>?>	­¯®   . Temporal links are colored using a special
“wild-card” color  that matches all colors. The color of a spa-
tial link is determined by the message transmission delay that
the link represents. For example, the spatial links
 °  ! , !±  and ²  L³ are all assigned color number O as
they represent a delay of ª units. Similarly,    and !   ³ are colored number  as they correspond to message
transmission delays of ª units.
Routing a message
C+ 		   	 E of size  from source node
to destination node

starting at time   at the source is now
equivalent to finding a colored path on this space-time graph.
The source

and start time   accurately describe the time layer
and vertex corresponding to the source. The destination

is
represented by the column of vertices spanning all time layers
corresponding to node

. The message size

corresponds to
a bin of color ´ where C ´
R O Egª¶µ  T·´pª . A path on the
space-time graph using spatial links with color ´ and wild-card
colored temporal links represents a feasible route from source
to destination. The shortest path among all these feasible paths
corresponds to a route of least end-to-end delay.
A shortest path algorithm can be applied to this space-time
graph to find routes. This space-time graph can also be en-







































Fig. 6. Temporal links of the layered space-time graph. Each layer corresponds
to a discrete time interval in the life of the network. Temporal links connect the










































Fig. 7. Spatial links of the space-time graph. For simplicity, spatial links that
go only from node % to node * following the link function -/¸¹ of Figure
5 are shown here. The spatial links are colored appropriately to incorporate
message transmission delays as indicated in the legend.
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poral links to reflect different routing criteria. For example, one
could also assign weights to the spatial links proportional to the
cost of a message transmission. A shortest path algorithm on
this weighted graph finds routes that use least overall cost of
message transmission. Similarly, we could also assign weights
to the temporal links to study the effects of queuing and costs
of storing messages at intermediate nodes.
B. Level of Time Granularity
We now consider the issue of discretizing time by choosing
an appropriate value of ª . Our choice for the length of this time
interval ª is motivated by a need for an accurate, yet succinct
representation of the dynamic network topology. In general, a
small value of ª implies a large number of layers in the space-
time graph whereas a large value of ª would not be able to
capture most of the link activity. We describe below a choice of
such a representative time unit that is small enough to capture
the network topology evolution, but long enough to describe it
in less number of layers.
Assuming the network topology is predictable up to a finite
horizon we obtain for each pair of vertices,
< H 	< I
, all the in-





then consider the set º consisting of the lengths of all the ac-
tive intervals corresponding to all pairs of vertices. Since every
link transition in the network is separated by some time length
in º , a time unit that is an integral divisor of all the lengths inº would allow us to capture all the link transition information.
Hence, we set the representative time unit ª for the construction
of our space-time graph to be the greatest common divisor of all
the time lengths in the set º . Figure 5 illustrates the selection
of ª based on the greatest common divisor criteria.
Link function approximation: Since the link functions of dif-
ferent pairs of nodes are possibly independent of each other and
the value of ª depends on the lengths of the active intervals of
all pairs of nodes, it is highly likely that the ª obtained using
the greatest common divisor criteria might have a very small
value. This would in turn result in a large number of layers in
the space time graph. To address this problem, we propose the
following approximation to the link functions.
We start with a lower bound ª  that we wish to maintain for a
value of ª . A good estimate of ª  can be derived from the least
possible size of messages in the network. Our first approxima-
tion ignores any link activity that lasts less than ª  time units as
the link does not last long enough for any message transmission.
Next, we align the link function transition points along multi-
ples of ª  by shortening the link activity interval. For example,
with a choice of ª   , an interval of  » 	 Or¼  is approximated to O  	 O@½  such that the transition points are multiples of ª  . When
the transition points of link functions are thus aligned along the
multiples of ª  , the lengths of inter-transition gaps in the transi-
tion point collection would also be multiples of ª  . Therefore,
our representative time unit ª would an integral multiple of ª  .
Although this approximation loses potential transmission
time at the beginning and end of an active time interval, this
loss is always less than ª  time units at either end point. With
a suitable choice of ª  , the benefits of such an alignment would
outweigh the approximation losses incurred.
V. ROUTING USING THE SPACE-TIME GRAPH
In this section, we formulate the problem of routing messages
in a dynamic network in terms of finding the shortest paths in
the space-time graph described in the previous section. We also
propose an algorithm that exploits the structure in the space-
time graph in order to efficiently compute the shortest paths
between every pair of nodes beginning at any instant of time.
A. Problem Formulation
Of all the paths from source to destination, we are interested
in a path that minimizes the end-to-end message delivery delay.
Minimizing delay is perhaps the most common routing perfor-
mance metric. However, we do note that other routing perfor-
mance metrics, such as number of spatial hops, are potentially
of interest, especially when every message transmission is ex-
pensive. Although our focus in this section is to minimize delay,
the space-time graphs are extensible to incorporate alternative
routing performance optimizations.
The space-time graph of a dynamic network topology has
the property that the end to end delay for any message is exactly
equal to the length of the path traversed in the space-time graph.
Now, routing a message of size

at time  from a source node< H
to a destination
< I
corresponds to finding a path of color ´
(where
C ´
R O Egª¾µ  T¿´8ª ) in this space-time graph from
vertex
< H4À
to any vertex in the “column” set
?< I  Q}T  µwD
of the space-time graph. Specifically, minimum delay routing
is equivalent to finding the shortest path, i.e, the path with the
least overall delay Q  RÁ@Q . This can be formally stated as the
optimization problem,
minÂÃ¤ÄeÅ]Æ color Ç ÂpÈ6É x Æ ËÊUÌÍ ÎtÏ Q  RÐ@QT  µVw (1)
where Ñ is a path of color ´ in the space-time graph B ¡ from the
source vertex
< H4À
corresponding to the source node
< H
at time 
and some time copy
< I  of the destination node < I .
B. Routing Algorithm
Our routing algorithm is closely related to the Floyd-
Warshall algorithm that computes the shortest paths between
all pairs of vertices in a graph [9], [10]. If we only need single-
source multiple destination paths, we could techniques similar
to the ones described here to design a routing algorithm based
on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [11], [10].
First, we observe that routing in space time can be formu-
lated as a shortest path problem. Hence, an obvious approach
to solve the problem is to apply shortest path algorithms such as
the Floyd-Warshall algorithm or the Dijkstra’s algorithm. How-
ever, since the topology of a mobile network varies with time,
a shortest path computed at one time instant may no longer be
shortest or even exist at a later time. Hence, neither the Floyd-
Warshall nor the Dijkstra’s algorithm, in their original form, are
directly applicable in computing shortest paths that hold over
time. Therefore, we propose techniques to adapt these shortest
path algorithms to reflect the notion of “paths across time” on
these dynamic network topologies. More specifically, we use
our space-time graph and its properties as a basis to compute
the shortest paths that are preserved in both space and time.
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1) Delay Invariant: The Floyd-Warshall algorithm uses a
dynamic programming formulation of the all-pairs shortest path
problem to achieve a time complexity of Ò C Q ;Q  E , where Q ;°Q is
the total number of vertices in the graph. In a space-time graphB
with : nodes and a duration of predictability of w time units,
the total number of vertices is :bw – one vertex for each node
at each time unit. A naive adaptation of the Floyd-Warshall al-
gorithm would require Ò C :  w  E operations. Since w is usually
much larger than : , this would be a very inefficient solution.
Fortunately, it is possible to exploit the structure of the space-
time graph to reduce the search space and achieve a much better
computational complexity of Ò C :  w©E .
In particular, we identify the following delay invariant for
the shortest paths in our space-time graph.Ó C6Ô 	)Õ	 C $RSÖE 	 ´@EzT Ó C6Ô 	)Õ	  	 ´?Eey£Ö
where
Ó C6Ô 	)Õ	  	 ´?E denotes the delay of the shortest path of
a specified color ´ from a source node < H to a destination
node
< I
beginning at time  at the source node. Alternatively,Ó C6Ô 	+Õ	  	 ´@E is the delay corresponding to the shortest path of
color ´ from the vertex < H4À in the space time graph to any vertex
in the column corresponding to
< I
(i.e.
?< I 2Q×VT  µØwD ).
The delay invariant states that any message that starts from a
source node
< H
towards a destination node
< I
, but begins ear-
lier than  , say C ²R{ÖE , will not suffer a delay greater thanC Ó CÔ 	+Õ	  	 ´@E×yÙÖ 	 E . To see why the above delay invariant holds,
we observe that the delay
C Ó C6Ô 	+Õ	  	 ´@Ey¾ÖE corresponds to
a valid path consisting of temporal links from
< H Ç À)  È to < HËÀ ,
and the shortest path from
< HËÀ
to the space-time nodes corre-
sponding to
< I
. Hence, the delay
C Ó CÔ 	+Õ	  	 ´@ELy#ÖE forms an
upper-bound on the shortest possible delay
Ó C6Ô 	)Õ	 RÖ 	 ´@E from< H Ç À)  È to the space-time nodes corresponding to < I . Note that
the delay invariant holds irrespective of the color of the mes-
sage. We use this delay invariant property to reduce the search
space when computing the shortest delay paths.
2) Algorithm Details: Routines 1 and 2 show the pseu-
docode of our algorithm for computing the shortest paths for all
possible messages in the space-time graph. There are two main
components in our algorithm - the initialization phase and the
shortest path computation phase. Each of these phases needs
to repeated for all possible path colors ´ |  O 	@Ú?Ú@Ú/	¯­¯®   in
order to obtain the complete routing tables.
The initialization phase computes the shortest path delay be-
tween a source vertex
< H4À
and any vertex in the set
< I 2QÛT µÜw for all Ô 	+Õ	 ¯Ý O T Ô 	)Õ TÜ: 	 }TÞ¯µÜw based only on
paths consisting of at most one spatial link, i.e., not involving
any intermediate nodes. This step, however, incorporates all the
temporal link information into the delay matrix. In the initial-
ization phase, for each edge
C < H4À 	=< I Ç Àß x È E of a specified color ´ ,
we set the





at  , but Ó  CÔ 	)Õ¤	 C "y O E 	 ´@E has some finite
value

, then we set
Ó  CÔ 	+Õ	  	 ´@E to  y O . This second operation
is based on the the delay invariant property described earlier.
The shortest path computation phase is based on dynamic
programming formulation that involves decomposing the prob-
lem in the same way as in Floyd-Warshall’s original algorithm.









D(k, j, ( t + D(i,k,t),c)
D(i, k, t,c)
D(i, j, t,c)
Delays at (k−1) iteration
space
time
Fig. 8. Computing the shortest path delay from source node 7@. starting at time3 to destination node 7=0 . At the à [o\ iteration, we compare the new path using
node 7pá to the shortest delay calculated in previous 1oàâDã5 iterations.
ä 	 O T ä T·: (outermost loop of the algorithm), the short-
est path between a source vertex
< H4À
and any vertex in the set?< I 2QÙT  µ¾w using only intermediate nodes drawn from
the subset
<  	@Ú@Ú?Ú	=<¤å  . Let Ó å CÔ 	+Õ	  	 ´@E denote the shortest
path delay computed in
ä À6æ
iteration. The following equation
establishes a relationship between the shortest path delays com-
puted in
ä À6æ
iteration with those in the previous
C ä R O E À6æ iter-
ation. This relationship is also illustrated in Figure 8.
Ó Ç å È C6Ô 	+Õ	  	 ´@E"ç min èééê ééë
Ó Ç å   È C6Ô 	+Õ	  	 ´@EÓ Ç å   È C6Ô 	 ä 	  	 ´@EyÓ Ç å   È C ä 	+Õ	 C ey Ó Ç å   È C6Ô 	 ä 	 =E=E 	 ´@E
Intuitively, at any time  , for any pair of nodes C < H 	=< I E , con-
sider all paths starting from
< H
at time  and reaching < I at some
later time, such that the intermediate vertices in these paths is
taken from the subset
<  	@Ú?Ú@Ú	<¤å  . This operation corresponds
to the
ä À6æ
iteration of the outermost loop of our algorithm. LetÑ be the shortest path among all of them. If Ñ uses only nodes
from
<  	?Ú@Ú?Ú	=< å    , then it would have already been discov-
ered in the
C ä R O E À6æ iteration. On the other hand, if Ñ uses < å as
an intermediate node, then it can be broken into two sub-pathsÑ  and Ñ ! , where Ñ  goes from < H to < å , starting at time  and
taking
  time units. The second sub-path Ñ ! goes from < å to< I
, starting at time y   and taking  ! time units. Thus Ñ can be





at  and the shortest path from <å to < I starting at y   , where
both paths use nodes only from the subset
<  	?Ú@Ú?Ú	=<¤å  r and
hence were found by the
C ä R O E À6æ iteration. Successively per-
forming this computations till
ä #: provides the desired short-
est delay over all the paths in the space-time graph.
It is easy to see that the initialization phase has a complexity
of Ò C : ! w©E and the shortest path computation has a complexity
of Ò C :  w©E based on the for loops as the rest of the computa-
tions and comparisons are constant time operations.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate, by simulation, the performance
of the routing algorithm described in Section V by comparing
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Routine 1 Shortest Delay Path
Input: Space-time graph
^ì a _6c¯ì6dgf¨ì `
with colored edges, number
of vertices í , time period l , message color î
Output: Shortest path length from node Y . at time X to node Y 0 of
color î¥ï _ Z dtðd X d î ` , ñ¯ò Z d6ðd8ó íôõò X ó l
Method:ï = Initialize Delay _6^ìd í d l d î `
for ö a ñ to í do
for Z a ñ to í do
for
ð a ñ to í do
for X/a ñ to l do÷ø+ù?ú9ú
= ï _ Z dtðd X d î `÷ q = ï _ Z d ö d X d î `÷ s = ï _ Z d ö d8_ Xû ÷ q ` d î `÷üý [ = ÷ q + ÷ sif ( ÷ üý [ ó ÷ ø)ù@ú9ú ) thenï _ Z dtðd X d î ` = ÷ü8ý [intHop[ Y . ][ Y 0 ][ X ] = Y á
Routine 2 Initialize Delay
Input: Space-time graph
^ ì a _6c ì dgf ì `
with colored edges, number
of vertices í , time period l
Output: Shortest path length from node Y . at time X to node Y 0 of
color î , ï _ Z dðrd X d î ` , ñ²ò Z dtðdó íôbõ
ò X ó l based on temporal
links and single spatial hops.
Method:
for X/a lþ ñ downto ñ do
for Z a ñ to í do
for
ð a ñ to í do
if(
_ Y .ÿ [ d Y 0ÿ [  ø ` f ø ) thenï _ Z dtðd X d î `ba î
elseif ( ï _ Z dtðdp_ Xû ñ `g` ó ) thenï _ Z dtðd X9`ba ï _ Z dðrdp_ Xû ñ `g`û ñ
else ï _ Z dtðd X9`ba 
with three other algorithms based on heuristics. We also ex-
plain our evaluation methodology and analyze results from our
experiments.
A. Heuristics
Several routing algorithms can be designed using heuristics
drawn from routing in traditional networks. We describe three
such heuristics below.
1) Hot Potato Routing In hot potato routing (HPR), a node
forwards a message to the earliest neighbor. When mul-
tiple neighbors are available simultaneously, it picks one
at random to forward the message. Due to the variation in
a node’s neighbors over time, hot potato routing, in some
sense, “throws the message around” the network until it
reaches its final destination. The life-time of a message in
the network is limited by a maximum count on the number
of hops. Although this local greedy heuristic minimizes
the wait time of messages at every node, forwarding loops
can occur.
2) Most Frequent Neighbor Routing Nodes maintain a set
of frequent neighbors in this most frequent neighbor rout-
ing (MFN) approach. Neighbor frequencies are computed
from observations over a long duration. In most frequent
neighbor approach, a node forwards a message to its most
frequent neighbor. Like hot potato routing, most frequent
neighbor routing is also a greedy heuristic that tries to min-
imize wait time at a node by seeking the most frequent
neighbor as a next hop. A message is no longer forwarded
when it reaches a maximum limit on the number of for-
warding hops.
3) Epidemic Routing In epidemic routing (ER) [12], a node
forwards a message to all its neighbors. This forwarding
operation is repeated both in space and time. The scope of
this flooding operation is limited by an expiration time as-
sociated with each message. Unlike HPR and MFN where
delivered messages are flushed out of the network, mes-
sages continue propagating in ER in different parts of the
network even after a copy of the message might have been
delivered to its destination.
B. Methodology
We have written an event-driven message based simula-
tor for this study. A network of
O  nodes is simulated on
a two dimensional plane. We consider a square region of C  	  E 	 C O ¤ S	 O ¤  E as our simulation area. We use two
kinds of node mobility models – one with predictability up to a
finite time horizon and the other with periodic node motion that
gives infinite predictability. We describe both models here:
 Finite Time Horizon When simulation begins, the nodes
are populated randomly on the square simulation area.
Nodes move in straight lines with a randomly chosen mo-
tion vector (speed, direction and duration), a variation of
the random walk mobility model used in evaluating many
ad hoc network routing protocols [13]. Each node changes





at random during the entire simulation. Speeds are also
sampled uniformly from  O 	 ¼  m/s. A node’s direction of
motion is chosen from the set
 
	 ½ 	 
	  	  
	 ½ 	@>@>?>	   
radians uniformly at random. We assume that nodes within¼  distance units of each other can communicate. The fi-
nite time horizon extends to
¼ÛO  simulation units for pre-
dictability in node motion. Infinite Time Horizon Nodes move in circular trajecto-
ries2. The centers of the circles are chosen uniformly
at random from the grid points of the square simulation
area. The radii of circles are chosen uniformly from the
set
 O ¤ 	 2 	  ¤¤ 	 ½ ¤ 	 ¼ 2× . The start location (at "# )
of each node is also selected uniformly at random on the
circumference of the circle at any multiple of

	  radi-
ans. The nodes are assumed to move at a constant speed.
We chose the angular speeds of motion again uniformly
at random from the set
  	 
	  	 
	 ½ 	@Ú?Ú@Ú/	 
	 ¼ÛO Û radians
per time unit. As earlier, we consider a distance threshold
of
¼  units to allow communication between two nodes.
Since the nodes in the network move in a periodic fashion,
the network topology has infinite predictability.s We have chosen circles for simplicity, but our results extend to other ge-
ometries as well. What matters more in the message communication is the
likelihood of intersections of node trajectories than the actual geometric shape
of these trajectories.
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We have considered two kinds of message simulation. In the
first one, we simulate different forwarding algorithms with only
one message in the network. This exercise is to bring out the
best case performance of each message forwarding algorithm
for a suitable comparison. In the second case, we consider a re-
alistic message traffic model with bursty arrivals of messages.
We choose
O  source-destination pairs for exchanging mes-
sages. The sources and destinations are selected uniformly at
random from the entire node population. The inter-arrival time
between bursts is drawn from an exponential distribution with
a mean of
O  time units. The length of each burst of messages
is sampled uniformly between  ¼ 	 Or¼  messages. Our evaluation
results are collected from multiple simulation runs, each with
different seeds for random number distributions.
The simulation proceeds in increasing order of time-stamps
of events. Message arrivals and departures at a node are the
main events in our simulation. For each message, we keep
track of the nodes visited on its way from source to destina-
tion. We also record the arrival and departure times of this
message at each of the nodes on the path taken from source to
destination. When a message arrives at a node, the forwarding
process estimates its departure time and the next hop neighbor
from the current node according to the simulated routing algo-
rithm. We have implemented our routing algorithm to identify
shortest paths in space and time (SPST) described in Section V
and each of the three heuristics based algorithms described in
Section VI-A.
C. Simulation Results
1) Network Topology: Our choice of mobility parameters
generates a network that is always disconnected and rapidly
varying. For example, in our random-walk motion simulations,
a network of
O  nodes has about  O links on average (stan-
dard deviation =  >  ) at any instance of time. About  > ¼ links
either form or break up every simulation time unit. Clearly, the
number of links are far less to ensure paths between any source
destination pair. This poor network connectivity limits the ap-
plicability of traditional ad hoc routing protocols. Also, even if
a path does exist between a pair of nodes, it is highly likely that
it may be disrupted frequently leading to a large overhead in re-
pair and maintenance of routes using traditional ad hoc routing
protocols.






SUCCESS OF MESSAGE DELIVERY
2) Success of message delivery: In this experiment, we
studied the success rate of delivery of each of the four routing
algorithms. A message is successfully delivered if it reaches
its destination before it exceeds its resource limit (e.g., maxi-
mum number of hops in hot potato and most frequent neighbor












































Fig. 9. Distribution of message delivery delay from source to destination for
various routing algorithms
routing). We define success rate of a routing algorithm as the
ratio of the number of messages that are successfully delivered
to the total number of messages that are forwarded. Table II
shows the percentage of success rates of the four routing algo-
rithms. Although the network topology is always disconnected
at any instance in time, there are paths in space and time that
keep the network connected “over time”. Our SPST routing
algorithm identifies these paths and is clearly able to route al-
most all messages to their destinations resulting in a very good
success rate of message delivery. It is possible, however, that
there may not be a space-time path from a source to destina-
tion within the time horizon and our algorithm fails to deliver
in such a case. Our simulations indicate that such an occurrence
is rare and depends on particular node mobility patterns. The
other three heuristics based routing approaches perform poorly.
They propagate the message around the network until it is either
delivered or runs out of resources. Their success of delivery de-
pends on the likelihood of occurrence of the right sequence of
links to create a path to the destination and actually using those
links at the right time. The success rates of HPR, MFN, and
ER can be improved by increasing the resource limit but at the
cost of increasing resource usage. Other factors also determine
the success rates of these heuristics. For example, the structural
properties of the network topology, whether it is clustered or
not, sparse or dense, determine the number of nodes reached by
a flooding algorithm such as ER.
3) End-to-end message delivery delay: In this experiment,
we studied the performance of the four routing algorithms with
respect to the delay of message delivery. We define the end-to-
end message delivery delay as   Q 
RÁ=2Q where = is the
message arrival time at the source and  is the time of delivery
at the destination. The message delivery delay along a route
includes the transmission delays of comprising links as well as
opportunity delays where a message is carried by a node for a
certain duration until it meets a suitable node for forwarding.
Figure 9 plots a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
end-to-end message delivery delays. For a fair comparison, we
have included delays of only those cases when a message is
10



















































Fig. 10. Distribution of number of nodes visited while forwarding a message
by various routing algorithms
successfully delivered by all the four routing algorithms. First,
we note that the message delivery delays of SPST and ER are
equal and the least. Since ER floods the message along all links
in space and time, there is certainly a copy of the message trav-
eling along the shortest delay path identified by our SPST algo-
rithm. Hence, a message reaches its destination after the same
time in both these algorithms. Although both HPR and MFN
use a greedy heuristic to minimize delay locally at a node, they
incur longer delays globally than SPST and ER.
4) Resource usage: We study the cost of message forward-
ing in this experiment by observing the number of nodes visited
by a message on its route from source to destination. This cost
is representative of message transmissions as every intermedi-
ate node forwards the message. In case of ER, an intermediate
node forwards the message more than once to reach its neigh-
bors at different times.
Figure 10 is a cumulative distribution function of the number
of nodes visited by a message as it is forwarded. Similar to the
previous plot, this figure also plots values for only those cases
when a message is successfully delivered by all the four routing
algorithms. Although we have observed that ER has the same
message delivery delay as SPST, a message visits many more
nodes due to its flood-based forwarding making it an expensive
choice for least delay. A message forwarded by SPST visits the
least number of nodes as the routes are computed by examining
the topology evolution up to the time horizon. HPR and MFN,
on the other hand, use many more nodes to reach destination
because of their message hand-off nature.
5) Delays with bursty traffic: Our earlier experiments com-
pared the relative merit of each of four forwarding algorithms
by examining their best case performance. In this experiment,
we evaluate the delays incurred by messages under a realistic
message traffic model that includes bursty arrivals. In Figure
11, we plot a distribution of the message delivery delays for our
SPST routing algorithm and HPR routing algorithm. The x-axis
corresponds to different values of delay and y-axis corresponds
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Fig. 12. Delay incurred at a single node
serve that, even under bursty traffic, our SPST routing algorithm
does better than hot potato routing in terms of mean end-to-end
delay. Figure 12 is a distribution of the delays incurred at a sin-
gle node. These single hop delays measure the amount of time
spent by a message at an intermediate node. The message may
wait at a node because either there are other messages ahead of
it in the node queue or a link to the appropriate next hop neigh-
bor is not available yet. Since HPR algorithm uses a greedy
heuristic, messages incur a lower single hop delay than those
that use SPST algorithm.
VII. RELATED WORK
Space-time routing (STR) has been proposed recently for
mobile ad hoc networks with a similar goal as ours to address
the dynamic nature of the network topology [14]. However,
STR considers a different parameter of the time dimension –
the age of a routing entry to the destination. Our interest in
time, by contrast, is how long does a message wait at a node
to minimize overall delay to the destination. STR works with
past history of routes, whereas, we look ahead to find new best
routes for messages. FRESH, a protocol proposed by the same
authors to highlight STR, suggests a new route discovery mech-
anism where route request propagation is guided by “encounter
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ages” [15]. A FRESH node forwards the route request to an-
other node that has seen the destination more recently than the
former node. The FRESH approach is based on a heuristic that
a node with a recent encounter age is more likely to be in the
vicinity of (or perhaps closer to) the destination than another
node with an old encounter age. We believe that the STR ap-
proach (including FRESH) of using history of routes can blend
with our proposal to identify routes that are not only stable,
based on past history, but also provide best opportunity to de-
liver message (e.g., in the shortest delay) to the destination.
Our work on space-time routing draws on a precedence of
several proposals that leverage predictability to improve rout-
ing. Su et al. apply mobility prediction to enhance unicast and
multicast routing protocols [16]. They associate an “expiration
time” to routes in the ad hoc network and the route selection
algorithm prefers routes with longer expiration time. McDon-
ald and Znati propose a framework for computing probabilities
of a path and its availability over time in a mobile ad hoc net-
work [17], [18]. They use this probabilistic model to develop
an algorithm for clustering nodes such that the chances of exis-
tence of a route are high. They also build on this probabilistic
model and develop another node proximity model that includes
an adaptive learning strategy to estimate the chances that two
nodes remain within a given distance threshold [19]. Likewise,
Jiang et al. compute the probability that a particular link that is
available now would last up to a given time in the future con-
sidering movements of nodes [20]. Measurement-based predic-
tion schemes most often use global positioning system (GPS)
information to track node location and movement and thereby
compute coordinates and longevity of links [21].
Unlike flow-oriented forwarding approach used in many on-
demand ad hoc routing protocols, message-oriented forward-
ing alleviates the overhead of route repair under rapid network
dynamics. Forwarding message decisions, even for those mes-
sages belonging to the same flow, are independent in message-
oriented scheme and hence are fairly robust to link changes in
the network topology. Few recent proposals such as Epidemic
routing [12] and Probabilistic routing [22] share this message
oriented forwarding scheme with our proposal on space-time
routing. Epidemic routing is a form of flooding where messages
spread through the network by a simple pair-wise exchange pro-
tocol where a node forwards only those messages that its neigh-
bor hasn’t seen earlier. Probabilistic routing uses a history of
node encounters to forward packets along a highly likely path.
While these heuristic schemes are applicable in general, our
space-time routing goes one step further, especially for those
contexts where the network topology evolution, though rapid,
is predictable. Mobile ad hoc networks with deterministic node
motion fall into this category and hence benefit from such effi-
ciency gains of our space-time routing framework.
Our inspiration for the time layers in the space-time graph
comes from time-expanded graphs. Time-expanded graphs
were originally proposed in the theory of network flows by Ford
and Fulkerson [23]. The time-expanded graphs translate a prob-
lem of network flow over time to a classical “static” network
flow problem and allow us to apply standard tools of graph
theory. Derivations of time-expanded graphs are used to solve
the quickest transshipment problem, dynamic multi-commodity
flow problems [24], [25], transportation-related problems. We
adapt the time-expanded graphs for our work on space-time
routing as follows. First, we deviate from the continuous fluid
flow models of network flow theory to discrete variable sized
messages that are prevalent in real-world ad hoc networks. Sec-
ond, although the flow of data spans time, the network graph
remains constant in the basic version of time-expanded graphs.
However, in our case of mobile ad hoc networks, the topology
graph varies with time in addition to transmissions of messages
that span time. Hence, a straight-forward and simple repetition
of the graph for each time layer, as is done in the time-expanded
graphs, is not directly applicable in our case. We construct each
layer of our space-time graph following the time-varying link
functions as explained in Section IV.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered routing messages in spe-
cial networks where the topology, due to its disconnectivity, is
not amenable to traditional mobile ad hoc routing protocols.
In these networks, nodes move around explicitly carrying mes-
sages and creating paths over time. Our work explored this
idea of routing in both space and time dimensions. Specifically,
we took advantage of predictability in node motion available in
some of these networks to construct space-time routing tables
over a time horizon. These space-time routing tables consider
time in addition to destination to determine the next hop node
for forwarding. We derived a space-time graph model that gives
a symbolic representation of paths taken by messages as they
are routed in space and time. Using these space-time graphs,
we presented an adaptation of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to
solve the minimum delay routing problem on these dynamic
network topologies that are almost always disconnected at any
instant in time. Our evaluation results support our observations
that least delay paths in space and time using minimal resources
can be identified with very high probability.
Routing in space and time has far reaching implications in
efficient topology design of ad hoc networks. For example, one
could model a network of nodes with directional antennas us-
ing space-time graphs. The sweeping rate of antenna, the exact
instances in time when a particular direction is locked and the
duration of lock can be varied to design a particular network
topology that achieves efficient routing. Similarly, in networks
with power adjustable transmission, one could design an effi-
cient scheme to turn the transmitter on and off at appropriate
time instances to save energy. We plan to explore this direction




We describe below the construction of our layered space-time
graph
B ¡' C ;©¡ 	F ¡ E starting from the set of nodes ; and the
link functions
GLHJI C  Ô 	+Õ E . We show how the temporal and spa-
tial links are added to the time layers of vertices.
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1) Time layers of vertices: For each node in ; , we create
multiple copies of the node corresponding to each ª -time inter-
val up to w . Hence, the vertex set ; ¡ of the space-time graph
can be defined as
; ¡ ;   	 O 	?>@>@>8	 C wR O E8 	




C < H 	 =E , i.e., node < H at time interval  .
2) Temporal links: For each node in ; , we connect the ver-
tices in ; corresponding to successive intervals of time by di-
rected links in order to allow for the possibility of messages
being carried by the node. Hence, the set of temporal links
F 
of the space-time graph can be defined asF   C < HËÀ 	< H Ç Àß  È E@Q O T Ô T :©T  µ wD (3)
When the network topology is periodic, we can also add links
that wrap around from time interval
C wR O E to time interval  .
(i.e.,
C < H Ç   È 	< H E | F  ).
Since a node can potentially carry messages of arbitrary
sizes, we color these temporal links with a wildcard color zero
that denotes any color.
3) Spatial links: The spatial links of our space-time graph
are derived from the link functions
GHJI
of pairs of nodes in the
network. We define different sets
F x of spatial links based on
message transmission delays. A spatial link that belongs to
F x
has a message transmission delay of ´pª time units and is colored´ . These spatial links are suitable for traversal for messages of
size

that fall into the message size bin ´ .
In order to obtain the set of ´ colored edges F x , we consider
all the vertex pairs
C < H4À 	=< I Ç Àß x È E such that the link function G HJI
is active during the interval
C gª 	 C "yÜ´@Egª  where ª is the con-
stant time interval between the different layers of the space-time
graph, i.e.,F xL  C < HËÀ 	< I Ç Àß x È E?Q O T Ô 	+Õ TÁ:¥TVLµ wG'HJI Ct E" O   | C gª 	 C ey ´?Egª   (4)
Each edge in the set
F x is assumed to be colored ´ . The com-
plete set of edges
F ¡ of the space time graph is obtained as the
union of the temporal and all the different colored spatial linkes,
i.e.,
F ¡ x x É  F x .
INTEGER PROGRAM FORMULATION
We formulate the shortest delay routing problem on the dy-
namic network topology of ad hoc network as a linear integer
program in this section. This integer program formulation as-
sumes the knowledge of message arrivals in addition to the dy-
namic topology evolution. A solution to this integer program
provides a schedule of message transfers that minimizes the av-
erage delivery time of messages.
In this analysis, we define message types based only on the
(source, destination, color) combinations. For a particular mes-
sage type Ñ± C+ 		 ´@E , let  C Ñ 	 =E denote the number of mes-
sages with length corresponding to the color ´ that originate at
the source node
  "! ´ C ÑE during the time interval C=C R O E 	  
and are destined for the node
     C Ñ/E . For the purpose of in-
teger program formulation of shortest delay routing, we assume
that we are given the message traffic arrival functions  C Ñ 	 =E
for all message types Ñ up to a time w (  TÁLTÁw ).
We start with our colored space-time graph defined in pre-
vious section. We enhance this model by defining a capac-
ity function
 Ý F x  F   # ß on the spatial links as: Ô%$ Õ ,  C < H4À 	=< I @E is equal to capacity of the link between< H
and
< I
in number of messages that can be transmitted in a
unit time. For temporal links of the type
C < HËÀ 	< H Ç Àß  È E , the ca-
pacity
 C < HËÀ 	=< H Ç Àß  È E is defined as the limit on the number of




ß C < H4À E and &  C < H4À E respectively denote the set
of incoming links and the set of the outgoinh links at vertex< HËÀ
. Let ' Â® be the number of messages of type Ñ carried on a
link ( and let ) ® be the delay associated with the link ( . Let C Ñ 	 =E be the number of messages of type Ñ that arrive at the
destination node
     C Ñ/E in the interval C=C R O E 	   . For a
sufficiently large value of w , the number of messages produced
in time period w is in practice almost equal to the number of
messages that reach their destination in the same time period.
Objective Since our objective is to find the optimal schedule
corresponding to minimum average delay over a time periodw and the number of packets produced in this time period is
constant, we minimize the total delays on each edge in the space
time graph, i.e.,
Minimize * ÂÃ+ * ® Ã,.-/0,.1 ' Â® ) ®*32À É  * ÂÃ+  C Ñ 	 =E (5)
subject to constraints [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], and [12].
Node Conservation Constraints Ô 	  	 Ñ}Ý O T Ô TV: TÁLT540×Ñ | 6
When
< H $ src C ÑE7 < H $ dst C ÑE ,
8® Ã9  Ç  4Ê È ' Â® 
8® Ã97: Ç  ËÊ È ' Â® > (6)
When
< H  src C ÑE ,
8® Ã9  Ç ËÊ È ' Â® y  C Ñ 	 =E"
8® Ã9 : Ç 4Ê È ' Â® > (7)
When
< H  dst C ÑE ,
8® Ã9 : Ç  ËÊ È ' Â®   	 (8)8® Ã9  Ç  ËÊ È ' Â®   C Ñ 	 =E > (9)
Overall Packet Conservation Constraints Ñ ÝpÑ | 6 28 À É   C Ñ 	 =E"
28 À É   C Ñ 	 =E > (10)
Capacity Constraints (DÝ;( | F x< F  C ´¨Þ´"=>)?= !ÛC Ñ/E=E
8ÂÃ+ ' Â® T  C (ÛE > (11)
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Non-negativity Constraints ( 	 Ñ Ý@( | F x  F  C ´#´7=>)?= !ÛC ÑE=E7/Ñ | 6
' Â®   > (12)
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